One hundred percent colour accuracy
– time after time.

Spies Hecker – simply closer.
**Permahyd® Hi-TEC 480: for consistently accurate colour**

The variety of finishes on new cars becomes more bigger every day. The number of increasingly impressive colours and effects creates a challenge for all bodyshops. To support you and your business in finding the correct colour formula and exact pigments, we are continuously developing Permahyd Hi-TEC 480 Base Coat. It means you can handle all kinds of repair jobs effortlessly. Whether it’s the latest model of car or an old-timer, Hi-TEC 480 Base Coat guarantees efficient application with consistently accurate colour. Time after time.

**Permahyd Hi-TEC Base Coat 480: An innovative paint system for the highest demands.**

Use Permahyd® Hi-TEC Base Coat 480 to achieve an exceptionally uniform finish and high colour accuracy – even for the most challenging colours and effects. Thanks to innovative technology, Hi-TEC 480 can be quickly and safely applied in one application – without intermediate flash times. This ensures short process times and increases throughput in your bodyshop. In addition, you can count on better, simpler blending as well as flexible application for interior, multi-layer and multi-colour refinishing.

For improved economy, Hi-TEC 480 is offered in various options from 250ml to 3.5l – so you can order efficiently according to how often you use a particular formula. And, rest assured, when new colours and effects are introduced by manufacturers, they will be analysed and instantly added to our portfolio.

**Guaranteed colour accuracy.**

Accurate colour finishes depend on two key elements: the mixing paints used and the correct formula applied. That’s why bodyshop painters trust our ColorDialog Phoenix spectrophotometer. It not only measures the hue but also the effect – which increases the precision of the final result. Connected by Wi-Fi to our Phoenix Cloud web-based colour formula database, it makes it easy to find the perfect match from a choice of 200,000 constantly updated formulas. And, thanks to our close contacts with car manufacturers, you can be sure that the right formula will always be available for both older and newer vehicle models – to give your customers 100% satisfaction, guaranteed.

For more information scan the QR code or visit: spieshecker.co.uk/hi-tec

**Spies Hecker – simply closer.**